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25 partners from 15 countries studying 20 case studies

(including nuclear champions, nuclear standstill, nuclear opt out and never nuclear)
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Comparative and transnational historical
analysis of nuclear developments and their
relations with society, covering more than 20 
countries over the past 60 years

Historical and social-scientific interpretation of 
nuclear developments, decision-making and 
associated citizen engagement

01.
HoNESt questions
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02.
HoNESt impacts

→ Impact A: to contribute to the understanding of factors triggering the 
societal engagement with nuclear energy and other nuclear 
applications

→ Impact B: to provide insights to decision makers and other 
stakeholders regarding interaction with civil society

→ Impact C: to help the implementation of effective engagement with 
civil society in future nuclear projects

→ Impact D: to reinforce the links between the nuclear research 
community and the social sciences and humanities

→ Impact E: to help with the disseminating and understanding of 
nuclear research and knowledge
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Why do some technologies raise social controversies, 
while others are adopted massively without further ado? 
→ technologies differ in their potential to alter the social 

fabric and ways of life
→ technologies are not installed in a vacuum: they are 

inserted in a specific society at a specific time
→ context determines whether a technology has a 

similar reception in different societies or not

TECHNOLOGY and SOCIETY mutually interact 
and transform each other

03.
An introduction to the

issues at stake
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Promoters of nuclear infrastructure often opted for 
'decide-announce-defend' approaches
→ historical limited interaction (progressively improved)
→ 'information limitation' strategies 
→ Prevalence of economic objectives over social justice and 

public participation
→ allowed for short term 'success’ but ineffective in 

securing social support in the long term (lost trust)

The positions regarding nuclear energy are dynamic, as 
context varies
→ Achievements considered as "successful" at one time may be 

perceived as a resounding “failure” years later (and viceversa)
→ The position of contenders is also context dependent

(alliances to promote anoption partly condition which groups will position against)

→ Left-anti /  right-pro in Southern and Western Europe
→ Left-pro  / right-anti in Eastern Europe

03.
An introduction to the

issues at stake
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Final note

You will expect historians to insist on the importance of 
“context” but we are not alone:

Modern2020 (Development and Demonstration of Monitoring
Strategies and Technologies for Geological Disposal)

Provided insights into the differences between the national
contexts in order to understand the different approaches to 
monitoring GD

03.
An introduction to the

issues at stake
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CONTACTS WWW.HONEST2020.EU

contact@honest2020.eu
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